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Sneak Peak: 2017’s Most Exciting Rifle Set to Debut at SHOT Show 

SKELI releases photos of full-production prototype X11 Carbine 

  

Anticipation for the SKELI X11 is at an all-time high with less than a week before the rifle’s debut at 

SHOT Show next Tuesday. Photos of the “Future of Carbines” give shooters a first look at the 

culmination of years of American design and engineering that delivers reliability, accuracy, weight 

reduction, ergonomics at a hyper-competitive price for next-gen rifles. 

  

The X11 is built around its patented short-stroke, piston-driven bolt carrier, which can be fired on three 

different gas settings of high, low, or suppressed. As a rifle designed and built by for all shooters, the 

X11 is fully ambidextrous, with dual ports for left or right ejection and a charging handle that can be set 

to either side. The X11 also works with AR-15 components and accessories so that it fits into the avid 

shooters lifestyle without much expense. The X11 accepts AR magazines, bolts, pistol grips, and has a 

monolithic rail and M-LOK mounting points. 

  

“The X11 is packed with innovations that make it the most comfortable rifle of 2017, and it is designed 

so that every shooter can modify it to suit their needs,” said Charles Siler, SKELI spokesperson. 

  



“The entire platform is modular, with quick-change barrel options so shooters can fire a range of calibers 

from the same platform. Our vision at SKELI is to offer every shooter the best combination of features 

and quality without sacrifice at a price that will make everyone’s wallet smile.” 

  

The X11 will make its debut during SHOT Show 2017 in Las Vegas at Booth #N366, where there will be 

special pre-order pricing available. The public and media are encouraged to come and get a first look at 

the X11, as well as place their initial orders before the price rises to the full MSRP. 

 

### 

  

About Skelico 

SKELI was founded in Signal Hill, California as an industrial design firm, with the commitment to 

engineering extremely reliable and accurate American firearms of the highest grade by focusing on the 

design process. SKELI, LLC now operates in Scottsdale, AZ. To learn more, visit Skelico.com. 

 

 


